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3 Unknown Energy Stocks About to Skyrocket
Oil prices are rising due to inflation...
More money than ever is flowing to alternative
energy companies, driving valuations higher...
The time to invest in these world-changing energy
companies is NOW.
Your portfolio and the earth will thank you…
Read on to uncover the 3 alternative energy stocks
set to skyrocket.
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The World Is Normalizing Again… Sort Of
With the world and economy recovering from the pandemic-induced recession,
Americans are chugging through oil. We’re hitting the road again to go to work or to
take long awaited vacations.
This demand is causing oil & gas prices to explode to levels we haven’t seen since 2014.
The refueled economy has also affected diesel prices because of the increased truck and
freight activity to deliver goods.
Just look at this price chart for Crude Oil - it’s SKYROCKETING!

From a practical perspective, when gasoline prices jump, every consumer looks for
alternatives.
Electric vehicle prices have steadily decreased.
All while the demand and popularity of owning an electric vehicle has significantly
increased.
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Major car manufacturers like Chevrolet, Mercedes-Benz, Honda, Kia, Tesla, and more
are all pushing to produce and offer electric vehicles at competitive prices. (And, many
are succeeding!)
Research from Bloomberg New Energy Finance indicates that falling battery costs will
mean electric vehicles will be cheaper to buy in the U.S. and Europe as soon as 2025.
Soon, electric cars will cost less than gasoline autos!
On the flip side of the coin, oil and natural gas is used to generate electricity we depend
on everyday.
These power generation companies are looking for cheaper alternatives to stay
competitive and profitable, and the renewable energy space is hitting that mark.
According to the latest from Lazard, which has been tracking energy costs for years,
wind power was 71% cheaper in 2020 than in 2009 and the cost of solar energy dropped
by 90%.
In many cases, getting energy from new wind turbines and solar panels is now cheaper
than getting energy from existing coal and gas power plants.
The Money Is Flowing!
On top of all that, according to Kiplinger’s, ESG fund flows are over $500B since 2019!
And they're expected to continue ramping up as more millennials invest their retirement
funds.
In case you don’t know, ESG funds are focused on investing in companies focused on
environmental, social, and governance issues. A big area of focus for them is renewable
energy.
INFLATION is growing too!
At the end of 2021, prices are expected to be 5.5% higher than last year… we haven’t had
an inflation rate this high since 1990, according to Kiplinger’s Magazine!
More money than ever is flowing into alternative energy production sources as they are
becoming cheaper to set up and produce and are becoming popular as the movement for
climate change grows.
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This means the industry is set to skyrocket in value which turns into big profits for
investors!
Statista reports that the global renewable energy market is expected to continue its
upward growth over the next few years, reaching 1.1 trillion U.S. dollars by 2027!
This coupled with the environmental benefits of increasing our use of renewable energy
and the incentives being put out to companies pushing to make this possible point to a
potential explosion in value in the alternative energy space.
It’s almost like knowing Apple or Amazon is going to take over the world when they’re
just getting started, and you have the opportunity to invest.
The future is in renewable energy.
The best part is, you don’t have to be a mega corporation or hedge fund to profit from
this alternative energy boom.
You’re reading this report at the perfect time. The best time to invest in renewable
energy was a few years ago, the second best time is now!
The question is where in alternative energy should you focus?

Investor Profits Are Looking Bright With Solar
One of the best places you can start investing in alternative energy is in the solar
industry.
Widespread adoption of solar panels is pushing the industry to new heights.
Data from SEIA's annual Solar Means Business report show that major U.S.
corporations, including Apple, Amazon, Walmart, Target, and Google are investing in
solar and renewable energy at an incredible rate.
Consider this, through 2019, the top corporate solar users in America have installed
more than 8,300 MW of capacity across more than 38,000 different facilities across the
country. This number continues to grow!
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On the residential side, solar companies have been switching to online sales models and
have continued to break solar installation records despite the previous pandemic with
large sale pipelines boding well. (according to SEIA).
The solar energy market was estimated at USD 50 Billion in 2019 and is expected to
reach USD 200 Billion by 2026.
Better still, the costs of solar photovoltaic (P.V.) systems continue to drop, making solar
energy resources more affordable for everyone in the U.S.
This clearly demonstrates solar is taking off in the US and doesn’t show any signs of
slowing.
After analysing countless solar companies, here are the 3 solar stocks we love. The best
part… they’re all under $20.
Full disclosure… I own shares in some of these companies listed below, and I plan to buy
more in the future!
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Maxeon Solar (MAXN)
Maxeon Solar Technologies is one of the global leaders in solar. The company is based
in Singapore.
It was launched in 2020 as an independent company following its spin-off from
US-based SunPower Corporation. Maxeon operates the SunPower brand in all global
markets except the United States and Canada.
The firm owns and operates solar cell and panel manufacturing facilities located in
France, Malaysia, Mexico and the Philippines, as well as participating in a joint venture
in China with TZS.
They also design, manufacture and sell solar products in more than 100 countries
through a global sales network spanning more than 1,200 sales and installation
partners. They’ve installed solar panels on more than 300,000 homes and businesses!
Maxeon has had strong and consistent growth over the years and they’re a top
contender to consider when investing in the solar industry.

ReneSola (SOL)
ReneSola is a leading international manufacturer and supplier of green energy products
such as solar cells, solar panels, energy storage, wiring, and more.
The company was founded in China. So there is some risk with China exposure and
governmental crackdowns.
They leverage their global presence with offices and warehouses in more than 16
countries and expansive production facilities and sales networks to be on the forefront
of supplying EPC (Engineering, procurement, and construction contracts), installers,
and green energy projects around the world.
They have over 5,600 employees and reach 40 countries!
They continually develop new product lines to provide additional value to their portfolio
of green energy offerings; they’ve expanded into energy storage solutions and energy
efficient lighting as well as a vast solar offering.
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ReneSola hits a key area in the solar market based in China and is expanding to reach
the rapidly growing US market.

Sunworks Inc (SUNW)
Sunworks is one of the top US based providers of high performance solar power systems
and battery storage. They’re based right in Roseville, California.
They install solar energy systems across a wide range of vertices; such as residential,
commercial, agricultural, public work, and even nonprofits.
Sunworks has been strategically expanding its footprint throughout California, Nevada,
Oregon, Florida and Texas along with partnerships across the United States.
As one of the top solar system providers in the nation, they’ve installed over 90MW in
solar installations to date. Sunworks doesn’t show any signs of slowing down…
So there you have it… three great solar focused stocks to research and possibly add to
your portfolio.
Is that all?
Not by a long shot…

Three MORE Alt Energy Stocks to Look At...
The 3 stocks listed above have great potential, but if I’m being honest they’re high risk,
high reward. We believe they can be a great investment to add into your portfolio, but
they can be volatile.
If that’s not your investing style, don’t worry, we’ve got a solution.
Here are 3 larger and more stable investment ideas in the alternative energy space.
They have been in business for years standing the test of time with bigger market caps to
match. We think these companies are here to stay for the long haul. The best part
about these stocks is they pay you those sweet dividends. They are poised to
grow nicely and are stocks you can hold for decades, if not for life!
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Algonquin (AQN) 4.5% dividend
Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp., parent company of Liberty, provides regulated water,
electricity, and natural gas utility services to over 1 million customer connections, in 13
US states and 1 Canadian province.
Their growing portfolio of clean, renewable wind, solar, hydro and thermal power
generation facilities represents over 3 GW of renewables in operation and under
construction. Those aren’t rookie numbers!
With more than 30 years of experience developing and operating renewable and clean
energy facilities, Algonquin was centered on a sustainable business model long before
the green economy became the popular market focus that it is today.
They have a proven track record, a strong executive team, and reach a huge customer
base. You should take a close look at Algonquin, it could be a nice long term play.

Nextera Energy (NEP) 3% dividend
NextEra is best known as the world's largest producer of wind and solar energy, as well
as one of the largest battery storage companies in the world. They’re based in and serve
approximately 5.5 million customers in Florida.
The company owns and operates wind assets generating close to 15,000 MW and has
140 MW of storage capacity (hint… that’s a lot of power!)
Their emphasis on green energy made the company popular, ranking No. 1 among
utilities in Fortune's 2020 list of Most Admired Companies.
This is the perfect stock for socially-responsible investors. Look to this business as a
long term investment as well. The bonus is the nice dividend!
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Brookfield Renewable Partners (BEP) 3% dividend
Brookfield originally started as owners and operators of their own companies, but
quickly grew into focusing on using their expertise to optimize their companies and
increase the value to their investors.
This dedicated green energy utility company owns and operates renewable power assets
across the world that include hydroelectric, wind and solar plants. They cast a wide net
by having 19,300 MW of capacity and 5,301 generating facilities in North America,
South America, Europe and Asia. Hydroelectric is the largest part of its portfolio at
about 64%.
They have a presence in over 30 countries across 5 continents making them one of the
biggest renewable energy groups out there.
Their reach coupled with the fact that they have access to billions of dollars in capital
allows them to pursue deals a lot of other companies wouldn’t be able to take advantage
of.
Better still, I’d expect the company to continue expanding its alternative energy
footprint with more wind and solar projects on the horizon.

Conclusion
There you have it!
Oil prices and conventional energy production costs are on the rise. At the same time,
renewable energy production is becoming cheaper thanks to advances in technology and
wide spread incentives to adapt.
From the consumer point of view, a rise in oil and gas prices means it's more expensive
to own a traditional vehicle. This is a boon for electric vehicles. .
From a power generation perspective, renewable energy is price competitive with
traditional oil and fossil fuels.
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We like one of the biggest areas for growth - the solar industry. The solar energy market
was estimated at USD 50 Billion in 2019 and is expected to reach USD 200 Billion by
2026.
Solar installations for both commercial and residential areas have gone up exponentially
over time. It’s not slowing down either!
This could be the perfect time to add solar to your portfolio.
We analyzed 3 high risk, high reward stocks with a bonus 3 stable powerhouses in the
renewable energy industry.
With the push towards renewable energy and improving the environment at an all time
high, alternative energy is a profit explosion waiting to be set off.

Get More Info On Investing In Alt Energy
Are you investing your own money?
Keep an eye on your inbox for more news and stock ideas from the team at
ProfitStreet.com.
The best advice I can give is to keep learning, researching, and studying.

Regards...
David Wellman
Editor
ProfitStreet.com
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